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“Belonging”. For me, belonging is not only being part of something, but feeling
comfortable and familiar around that group of people, or that place.

As some of you might know, I am originally from Argentina and came to the US
for work in 2000. Then one thing led to another, and twenty-two years later I am
still here, and this is my home. Here are my husband, daughters and extended
family, many good friends, work and much more. Growing up I felt that I
belonged to Argentina but I confess that I didn’t feel that I belonged to the
Jewish community, in a profound, soulful way. Yes, growing up we celebrated
the holidays, fasted during Ion Kippur, ate Matzo during Passover, and there
were the stories of religious persecution. I only felt that I was a “cultural” Jew,
agnostic, a bit leftist, placing value in the sciences and arts, eating the
Ashkenazi’s and Sephardic foods that my family prepared, but that was about
it.

After I moved to US (never intending to stay here forever) I met other Jews
-maybe just because there are more Jews here, including my husband, Michael.
For him and others, Judaism was a lot more than traditions and holidays, food,
song in minor keys and a common history. Judaism was rooted on their lives
without being dogmatic; was based on respect, tolerance, and appreciation
for others (not just other Jews), was about the importance of family, the caring
for nature and for the spirit. These people did not speak Spanish or danced the
tango (not that I do anyway!), but there was so much in common in the way we
saw and wanted to live life. It was also the traditions of celebrating the birth of
the trees in Tu Bishvat, old but so important today given the threats of climate
change; the importance of giving part of your harvest or money for those who
need it, as important yesterday as today. These new (to me) views and
teachings were soul and heart opening, and it felt more “organic” and natural
to be Jewish. Even Sabbath got a new meaning for me: a time when we stop for



at least a bit our frantic lives and are truly present, listen, look at our sweet kids,
and bless them…

But there’s more. In 2009 I married Michael in Tucson with the blessing of
wonderful Rabbi (a woman, something new to me). And then our oldest
daughter, Sophia (who some of you know) went to a nursery school in a
synagogue, in part because it was convenient, and that sort of random event
marked the beginning of a more profound journey to “belonging”. In 2013 we
moved to Berkeley and Sophia attended BENS, here in this same building, with
some of your own kids. Michael and I always said that BENS was the best thing
that happened to us when we first come to Berkeley! Seeing kids growing up in
a Jewish environment where life itself and traditions were more inclusive of the
world, connected to people of all kinds and to nature, where kids were thought
compassion and kindness by example, nurturing their young souls…. What a gift,
what else can you wish than that... And through BENS and Beth El we met many
wonderful teachers, parents and people sharing these values. And I now know
that I belong and I feel it “in my heart”, even thought that was not always the
case.

And I am truly thankful to all those that without knowing it, just by being
themselves, paved my way to belonging.


